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A local San Francisco resident had a famous “Eyeball with Hat” mask and an original
album cover photo from the musical band called the “Residents” taken from him by
an unknown suspect.

In this incident the victim loaned the mask, which was valued at $100,000.00, to a
museum in Seattle for a predetermined period of time. On May 5th, at the
conclusion of the loan, the curator sent the mask back to the victim using a major
delivery courier service. Unfortunately, the victim was traveling and was not present
to receive the shipment.

The package was delivered and signed for by an unknown person using an illegible
signature. The mask has been used on a record album cover and is periodically
displayed throughout the country. The pictured top hat is now black instead of white
and was contained in a shipping crate (photo attached). Stolen along with the mask
was the original album cover photo which the victim values at $20,000.00.

Anyone who recalls seeing the mask, photo, or crate or has information on this case
is asked to contact the Anonymous Tip Line at (415) 575-4444 or Text A Tip to
TIP411 and include “SFPD” at the beginning of the message.
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